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Abstract 
Btlair, L., Infinitesimally stable theories of henselian rings, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 89 (1993) 237-243. 
We consider coherent theories of henselian rings which are infinitesimally stable, i.e. stable for 
the Ctale factorisation system. We give continuum many examples as stabilisations of model- 
complete complete theories of fields. 
Introduction 
Since the work of Ax-Kochen and Ershov, and their followers, the first-order 
theories of henselian valuation rings are mostly well understood with some 
formidable exceptions such as IF,[[T]]. This note originates from the wish to 
understand better first-order theories of henselian rings which are not valuation 
rings. One knows not to expect too much since we can interpret arithmetic in 
examples such as @[[X, Y]], see e.g. [l]. We concentrate here on coherent 
theories of henselian rings which are infinitesimally stable introduced by Robinson 
in [6]. We give continuum many infinitesimally stable theories of henselian rings 
as stabilisations of some model-complete complete theories of regularly closed 
fields. 
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The framework of this note is Robinson’s paper and we assume some knowl- 
edge of the basics of categorical logic as in [4]. A coherent formula is a formula 
belonging to the 3, &, v , T , I fragment of first-order logic. A coherent theory is 
a theory which can be axiomatised by sequents cp(x) 3 $(x), where cp, $ are 
coherent formulas. Model-theoretically, coherent formulas are those preserved by 
homomorphisms and coherent theories are those preserved by filtered inductive 
limits. A factorisation system on the category of rings consists of a pair of families 
of ring homomorphisms A, A* both closed under composition and containing 
isomorphisms, such that any ring homomorphism A+ B has a unique (up to 
unique isomorphism) factorisation A * C-+ B with A+ C in A and C+ B in A*. 
A familiar example is the Zariski system where A consists of localisation maps 
and A* of local maps. In the &ale factorisation system, A consists of inductive 
limits of &tale maps and maps in A* are called separably closed. A theory of rings 
T is said to be stable for the system (A, A*) if whenever A-+ B E A* and B k T, 
then A k T. A theory is said to be infinitesimally stable if it is stable for the &ale 
system. The theory of local rings is stable for the Zariski system and the theory of 
henselian rings is infinitesimally stable. Given a factorisation system (A, A*), and 
a theory T, a coherent theory T’ is said to be the (A, A*)-stabilisation of T if T’ is 
the strongest (A, A*)-stable coherent theory such that T k T’. A basic result 
about stabilisation is the following. 
Lemma [6, Lemma 5.21. Zf T’ is a coherent theory which is stable for the system 
(A, A*) and T a theory such that T k T’ and every model of T’ has a morphism 
from A* into a model of T, then T’ is the (A, A*)-stabilisation of T. 0 
Robinson shows that any coherent theory of fields has a stabilisation for the 
Ctale system. The stabilisation of the theory of fields is the theory of henselian 
rings; for algebraically closed fields one gets separably closed local rings, i.e. 
henselian rings with a separably closed residue field; for real closed fields one gets 
real closed local rings, i.e. henselian rings with a real closed residue field; and 
similarly for p-adically closed fields. Each of these examples is connected to some 
algebraic geometric ‘spectrum’ and can be viewed as a theory of germs. 
We denote by x the multivariable (xi, . . . , . ’ n,). Rmg will mean commutative 
ring with 1 and morphism will mean homomorphism between these rings. If A is a 
local ring then k, denotes its residue field. We call a henselian local ring simply a 
henselian ring. We say a local ring A is of equal characteristic if the characteristic 
of k, is the same as A. In rings it will be convenient to use the abbreviation x#O 
for 3y(xy = l), i.e. to mean that x is an invertible element. Similarly we use the 
auxiliary notation x#y and x#y for x - y#O and Vi xi#yi. A field K is called 
regularly closed if every absolutely irreducible affine variety over K has a 
K-rational point. For regularly closed fields, also known as PAC fields (pseudo- 
algebraically closed), we refer to [Z]. 
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1. From fields to henselian rings 
We first make the following observation, which follows from the fact that in a 
henselian ring of equal characteristic 0 the residue map A + k, has a section. 
Proposition 1.1. Every coherent theory of henselian rings of equal characteristic 0, 
say T, which is infinitesimally stable is the stabilisation of a coherent theory of 
fields, namely T + axioms for jields. 
Proof. We know that the residue map r : A * k, of a henselian ring is separably 
closed, i.e. belongs to A* [6, Proposition 3.41, so by the lemma in the Intro- 
duction it suffices to see that if A /= T then k, /= T. Let A k T. Since A is 
henselian of equal characteristic 0, r has a section, so there is a subfield k of A 
such that r restricted to k is an isomorphism onto k,. Denoting the inclusion map 
k 9 A by i, the composite h = ri is an isomorphism and belongs to A*. Then i 
belongs to A* (cf. [6, Proposition 1.31 and since T is infinitesimally stable we get 
k k T, so k, /= T. 0 
For the remainder of the paper let (A, A*) denote the Ctale factorisation 
system. We now refer to the interplay between coherent theories of rings and 
Grothendieck topologies on the dual to the category of finitely presented rings 
(see e.g. [4]). Th ese topologies are generated as follows: to an axiom 
3yq(x, y) + Vi 3zQi(x, z), where we can assume that q and the CQ are conjunc- 
tions of atomics, we associate the co-cover 
(Z[X> ylw-vK Y>)+Z[X, y> Zl/(wI y>, @,,(X, z>)>, . 
Definition 1.2. A coherent theory of rings T is said to be open if there exists a 
coherent axiomatisation T’ of T by coherent sequents Q(x) 3 q(x) such that both 
@(x)+*(x) and T + @( x correspond to maps from A. We call T’ an open > 
axiomatisation of T. 
Examples 1.3. (1) T, = {local rings}, T; = ((0 = 13 I), (x + y#O+ (x#O v 
Y#O)). 
(2) [6, Proposition 3.21 T2 = {henselian rings}, T; = Ti + {en,: n 2 l} where un 
is the following sequent: 
a,#0 3 [3x(a,Y + . . . + a, = O&(na,x”-’ + . . . + al#O)) 
va,#Ovl-a,#O]. 
(3) T3 = {separably closed local rings}, T; = T; U {axiomatisation given in 
PI>. 
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(4) T4 = {real closed local rings}, Ti = {axiomatisation given in [3]}. 
(5) T5 = { p-adically closed local rings}, T; = {axiomatisation given in [7]}. 
The following lemma is a translation of Definition 1.2. 
Lemma 1.4. A theory T is open if and only if the topology for T is generated by 
co-covers (C+ Ci)iEr consisting of maps from A and such that Z[X]+ C also 
belongs to A. 0 
Without the condition on the hypothesis of sequents, Definition 1.2 gives 
Robinson’s notion of A-theory. A A-theory is always stable for the system 
(A, A*) [6, Proposition 2.31. The additional condition on the hypothesis of 
sequents yields the following. 
Proposition 1.5. Let T be a coherent theory of rings which is open. Then the 
infinitesimal stabilisation of T + (axioms for fields) is given by the axioms: 
henselian ring + an open axiomatisation of T. 
Proof. Let T’ be an open axiomatisation of T, T” the axioms from T’ besides the 
ring axioms and let Z be the theory given by the axioms henselian ring + T”. By 
Proposition 2.3 of [6] ,Z is infinitesimally stable and as in Proposition 1.1 we are 
reduced to see that if A k Z then k, /= T. Let A k 2. It suffices to show that for 
each co-cover (C-, Ci)iEl for T”, any map C+ k, factors through some C,. 
Consider a commutative square as on the left: 
i&Y]--+ c Z[X]-+ c 
1 1 1 1 
A-k A A-k, 
By assumption Z[X] +CEA and we know that A+k,EA*. Since A is 
orthogonal on the left to A* (cf. [6, definition 1.21) we get a unique diagonal map 
C-+ A making the above right diagram commute. Now since A k T” we get a 
factorisation of C+ A through some C, which, by composition with A + k, yields 
the desired factorisation. 0 
Note that all the examples we have given are instances of Proposition 1.5. We 
now give continuum many other instances. As the Referee remarked, Proposition 
1.1 also applies to the examples below. McKenna has shown that there are many 
model-complete theories of fields. Among his examples are continuum many 
theories of regularly closed fields with a model among the algebraic numbers. We 
recall these examples from [5]. Consider the absolute Galois group of Q, G(Q). 
This is a compact group with canonical Haar measure, say p. For cr E G(Q), let 
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Q(U) be the fixed field of (+. Let 2, be a set of sentences saying that every 
absolutely irreducible affine variety over the base field has a point rational over 
the base field, i.e. axioms for regularly closed fields. For (T E G(Q), let Z,(U) = 
(3x f(x) = 0: f E 63$X] and f h as a zero in Q(a)} U {Vx f(x) # 0; f E Q[X] and f 
has no zero in Q(g)}. Finally, let & be a set of sentences saying that the base 
field has exactly one extension of each degree. There is a set 2 C G(Q) of 
measure one so that the following are true if (T E 2: a((+) k &, Q(u) k Z,(u), 
Q(V) k x3, and the set of sentences 2, U &(a) U 2;, U {axioms of fields} is an 
axiomatisation of the first-order theory of Q(a). Denote this set of sentences by 
T(o),T( )’ 1 IT 1s a so model-complete. The family T(o-) supplies continuum many 
model-complete theories of fields. Note that Z’(U) is a coherent theory: being 
model-complete it is preserved under union of chains, which implies it is 
preserved under filtered inductive limits since homomorphisms between fields are 
necessarily injections. We now show that the theories T(a) are open. 
First note that in &(u) we can restrict to irreducible polynomials f E Q[X]. 
The positive axioms can then be put into the form T 3 3x(f(x) = o&f’(~)#O), 
and the negative ones into the form 3x( f(x) = O&f’(x)#O) + I, and in both 
cases the sequent and the hypothesis of the sequent correspond to Ctale maps, 
hence in A as desired. 
We now give additional axioms which together with the above axioms for Z,(u) 
will imply Z3. The axioms for &2(u) fix a field of algebraic numbers, say A, which 
embeds in every field it4 which is a model of &2(u), and such that A is relatively 
algebraically closed in M and M/A is a regular extension. Taking M = Q(u) we 
get A = Q(u), so A has a unique extension of each degree. In a field M which is a 
model of J&(u) U S:,, the unique extension of a given degree is generated by an 
algebraic number, say (Y, and the coefficient of its minimal polynomial belong to 
A. Note that (1) A(a)IA . IS a Galois extension and is generated by any element of 
the right degree over A, and (2) a model of Z,(u) has at least one extension of 
each degree, which is generated by the extension of A of the same degree and is 
also Galois. All these data are fixed by T(a). We can express the fact that a 
polynomial over M of a given degree has a simple root in the extension generated 
by (Y using the standard interpretation if we can refer to the coefficients of the 
minimal polynomial of CK. But this can be done since they are algebraic numbers 
(elements of A) fixed by T(u), to which we can refer as roots of their minimal 
polynomial over Q. For example, in degree 2, (Y is a root of a quadratic 
polynomial X2 + a,X + a,, where a,, a,, are algebraic numbers in A with mini- 
mal polynomials say f,,f, E Q[x]. Let F(x, X) be the generic manic polynomial of 
degree II with coefficients x. For a generic element b, + b, (Y of the extension 
generated by X2 + a,X + a,, the equation F(x, b, + bra) = 0 translates into 
equations F,(a, x, b) = 0, F2( a, x, b) = 0, where F,, F2 are polynomials over Q 
determined by T(u) (since a,, a,, a are). Similarly the inequality F’(x, b, + 
b,a) f 0 translates into an inequality G(a, x, b) # 0, with G a polynomial over Q. 
Consider the following formula: 
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3a,,a, 3604, [fo(a,) = O&f,(%) = O&F,(a, 1, b) = 0 
&F2(a, x, b) = O&G(a, x, b) # 0)] s 
Let (P~,~(x) be the similar formula obtained for LY in degree d and where # 0 is 
everywhere replaced by #O, and let D,(x) denote the discriminant of F(x, X) as a 
rational polynomial in x. Let 2 be the set of sequents D,(x)#O+ VeSd Pi,&), 
d > 1, together with &(a). Note that these sequents are of the appropriate form. 
We claim that _E is equivalent to &(a) U X3. Let M be a model of S. Then the 
above discussion about .&(a) applies and M has at least one extension of each 
degree d, given by the degree d extension of A. Now if f(X) is an irreducible 
polynomial of degree d over M, then the axioms of J$ ensure that f has a root in 
some extension of degree at most d, generated over M by an algebraic number. 
We conclude that f has a root in the extension of M of degree d given by the 
degree d extension of A, and since it is Galois f has all its roots in that extension. 
This proves that M is a model of J&(U) U &. Conversely, suppose M is a model of 
_&(a) U X3 and m E M be such that D,(m)#O holds. Then the polynomial 
F(m, X) has a root in the extension of degree e of M, for some e 5 d, and cp,,,(m) 
holds for that e. This takes care of part x3 of T(a). 
Finally, we need ‘open axioms’ for 2,. We will use the following observation. 
Proposition 1.6. A field K is regularly closed if and only if, for every d E N, every 
absolutely irreducible plane projective curve over K of degree d has at least d + 1 
(non-singular) K-rational points. 
Proof. If K is regularly closed then the (non-singular) K-rational points of an 
absolutely irreducible variety over K are infinite in number (see e.g. [2, Proposi- 
tion 10.11). Conversely, suppose the conclusion of the proposition holds. It 
suffices to see that every absolutely irreducible plane affine curve over K has a 
K-rational point (see e.g. [2, Theorem 10.41). Consider an absolutely irreducible 
affine curve over K given by a polynomial equation f(X, Y) = 0 of degree d. Let 
F(X, Y, Z) = Zdf(XIZ, Y/Z) be the homogenisation off. Then F(X, Y, Z) = 0 is 
the equation of an absolutely irreducible plane projective curve of degree d, 
which thus has at least d + 1 K-rational (non-singular) points. Now because of 
Bezout’s theorem, at most d of these points lie on the line at infinity (Z = 0). 
Thus, some point is at finite distance (Z # 0), which gives a K-rational point to 
the original affine curve. 0 
Let N,,, be the number of coefficients of the generic homogeneous polynomial 
of degree m in n + 1 variables, and let P,,, denote the (N,,, - 1) dimensional 
projective space. To every non-zero homogeneous polynomial of degree m in 
n + 1 variables we can associate canonically a point in P,,, in a one-to-one way. 
We use the following consequence of classical elimination theory. 
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Proposition 1.7 (see e.g. [8, p. 471). F or an algebraically closed field, points 
z E RZ,, corresponding to reducible homogeneous polynomials are the zero set of 
some homogeneous polynomial equations defined over the prime field. 0 
Applying Proposition 1.7 to algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0 we get 
that there are homogeneous polynomial equations defined over the prime field, 
say f,(x) = 0, . . , f,(x) = 0, such that a point z E P,,, corresponds to an absolute- 
ly irreducible polynomial if and only if fi(z) Z 0 or. . . or f,(z) # 0. Let 
f??&), . . . 7 f,,+?l, (x) be the suitable homogeneous polynomials over Q for 
points in P,,, and let rCr,(z) be the following formula: 
V (fm,i(z>#“> 3 3xI> “. >x??l+l 
lsi5r(m) 
i, ^  [F(Z> Xi) = O&(F,(z, x;)#O v F2(z, x,)#O v F,(z, x,)#O)] 
& A (x~($i~#x~~x~~ v x,, iz#xi()xj2 v xjlx~*#xi*xj*)h Vxi#O 3 
i#j I 
where, e.g. x1 = (xIO, xI1, x1*), F(z, x) is the generic homogeneous polynomial of 
degree m in three variables x with coefficients z, and Fk(z, x) is the partial 
derivative polynomial of F with respect to the kth variable in x. By the preceding 
discussion, the formula I+!J~(z) is a coherent sequent which says that every 
absolutely irreducible plane projective curve of degree m has at least m + 1 
non-singular points. Again the sequent and the hypothesis of the sequent 
correspond to Ctale maps. Thus the collection ccI,(z), m 2 2, gives an open 
axiomatisation of 2,. We conclude that the theories T(a) are open and the open 
axiomatisations above give continuum many examples of infinitesimally stable 
theories of henselian rings obtained as stabilisations of model-complete complete 
theories of fields. 
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